
 

13:51:15 From Richard van der Jagt to Everyone: 

 It should include freedom from toxins in air, water, and soil. 

 

13:56:14 From John Meyer to Everyone: 

 Q & Suggestion: We need to differentiate between businesses which 

like growth (real wealth producers) from those who absolutely need growth 

and its inherent inflation--the money economy, developers, speculators.  

They need to be identified and called out to avoid smearing real wealth, 

value-added businesses with the same brush. 

 

14:00:00 From Richard van der Jagt to Everyone: 

 C: Naomi Klein’s book This Changes Everything speaks well to the 

necessity for us to demand change from government. 

 

14:06:59 From Mike Nickerson to Everyone: 

 C: Things people can do that provide fulfillment and which have 

almost no environmental impact:   

www.sustainwellbeing.net/life.html 

 

14:09:04 From Anitra Thorhaug to Everyone: 

 Q: How did the Entire focus of news and politics get miopically  

looking at the negative.  What and why should the positive not be of human 

interest and all those who work deeply to create the positive not be of 

interest to the world? 

 

14:09:40 From David Harries  Canada to Everyone: 

 C: Every human being has a unique suite of Biases, Assumptions, and 

Interests.  The strengths and weaknesses of each element of the suite are 

ever-changing.  The reason successes in well-being are most and most 

durable LOCALLY is because huge variations in individuals' suites are less 

on that scale than on grander scales.  I--in Kingston--have a very 

accomplished, respected articulate near-neighbour who is almost totally 

anti-climate change. 

 

14:09:46 From Richard van der Jagt to Everyone: 

 Q: I have a comment on who to lobby. 

 

14:16:15 From Ralph Martin to Everyone: 

 Q: Assuming that we personalize Mother Earth, what would she have 

to do get the attention of enough humans (especially powerful ones) to act 

to reduce overshoot? 

 

14:17:15 From John Maskell to Everyone: 

 Q: There is no question in my mind that the values we espouse 

individually and collectively, inform the decisions we make.  The concept 

of limits of growth gave us a very good example of metrics with respect to 

physical change.  What are the various ways of measuring change in values 

that we can use in promoting change in values? 

 

14:21:59 From Art Hunter to Everyone: 

 C: Can someone within CACOR take the lead to start the next version 

of "Plan to Survive" to include a section on wellbeing and constructive 

ideas for everyone actively to embrace daily? 

http://www.sustainwellbeing.net/life.html


 

14:25:23 From Dave Dougherty to Everyone: 

 C: Ted's picture is of Maligne Lake, Jasper National Park, looking 

south at Mount Unwin (right) and Mount Charlton (left), with cloud 

obscuring the ridge between the peaks. 

 

14:34:55 From Richard van der Jagt to Everyone: 

 C: For those who haven’t signed up yet, join the CAPE  meeting 

tonight at 19:00.  It was circulated to all yesterday. 

 

14:39:35 From Mike Nickerson to Everyone: 

 C: Life isn’t about economic exchanges, its about living.  The 

greenest dollar is the one not spent. 

 

14:42:48 From Richard van der Jagt to Everyone: 

 C: When the public is more of the need for change and the effect of 

an adverse environment on their health, THEN they will demand change 

collectively. 

 

14:46:36 From Dave Dougherty to Everyone: 

 C: In 1992, when Canada signed the UNFCCC, Canada's green house gas 

(GH) emissions were ~620 Mt.  In 2015, the year of the Paris Agreement, 

Canada's GHG emissions were ~670 Mt.  In 2022, our GHG emissions (just 

released) were~705 Mt.  However, our federal government styles this as 

success.  It appears we will happily fool ourselves into oblivion. 

 

14:47:11 From Bill Pugsley to Everyone: 

 Replying to "When the public is m..." 

  

 Agree with you Richard and I would say that in picking priorities 

for action, at the top of the list of environmental impacts on health is a 

focus on cleaner air.  You can go for a week without food, a couple of 

days without water but most people can't survive 5 minutes without 

breathing air and, if it is polluted, then that's the end. 

 

14:48:38 From Dave Dougherty to Everyone: 

 Replying to "When the public is m..." 

  

 In all likelihood, there will be no coming back at that point, but 

we can focus on the positive and go happily to our graves. 

 

14:51:57 From Richard van der Jagt to Everyone: 

 C: Join the CAPE webinar on “ Code Red for Climate “ tonight at 

19:00. 

 

14:59:15 From Mike Nickerson to Everyone: 

 To be truly radical is to make hope possible, rather than despair 

convincing (Raymond Henry Williams). 


